
SE Eleven Blended Whisky

Did You Know?
To honour our ingredients and terroir, SE Eleven is not 
chill-filtered, leaving the most robust flavour. At times, you 
may encounter the Black Fox Frost: a slight haze that may 
form when chilled or water is added.

Terroir-Forward Canadian Whisky 
Saskatchewan is known for producing some of the richest grains 

in the world. By using our agricultural expertise, we carefully 

select a type of grain known for outstanding genetics and 

flavour. Batch-by-batch, we distill and age our whiskies under 

prairie skies to gain true Canadian character.

A limited release thoughtfully blended to represent the best of 

the year. Every year’s blend is unique, showcasing moments of 

the year’s journey. Only 500 bottles produced annually.

Awards 
Gold – Top Worldwide Whiskies | International Wine and Spirits Competition | 

London, England

Gold | World Whisky Masters | London, England

Spirit of Connection
Climate, soil, and environmental stewardship come together to create flavours 
that are uniquely Black Fox. Every bottle tells a story of history, heritage, 
and true craftsmanship, creating a connection to the world around us.



SE Eleven Blended Whisky
A balanced, approachable Canadian whisky made for special friends in special moments.

Contact us
sales@blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com  

306-955-4645 

245 Valley Road  

Saskatoon SK  S7K 3J6 

Follow us
BlackFoxFarmandDistillery
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BlackFoxSpirits

Certificate of Provenance
Terroir influences SE Eleven whisky in profound ways, from 
the characteristics of our land to the people who work it. To 
better understand this relationship, we monitor and 
document the conditions under which whisky comes of age.

A tribute to our terroir, SE Eleven is named after the Black Fox legal land description, 
South East 11. The flavours found in this whisky are shaped by this exact location and the 
craftspeople who create it.

For your customers to be part of this relationship, 
SE Eleven whisky bottles are topped with a coin 
engraved with a searchable serial code. Enter the 
serial code with both the letters and numbers online 
to produce a Certificate of Provenance for the bottle.

Scan for certificate

Tasting Notes
As the distiller’s blend is ever changing, please contact your Customer Service 

Representative for the most up to date tasting notes and information.


